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A B S T R A C T

The bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) is emerging as a critical region in multiple psychiatric disorders
including anxiety, PTSD, and alcohol and substance use disorders. In conjunction with growing knowledge of the
BNST, an increasing number of studies examine connections of the BNST and how those connections impact BNST
function. The importance of this BNST network is highlighted by rodent studies demonstrating that projections
from other brain regions regulate BNST activity and influence BNST-related behavior. While many animal and
human studies replicate the components of the BNST network, to date, structural connections between the BNST
and insula have only been described in rodents and have yet to be shown in humans. In this study, we used
probabilistic tractography to examine BNST-insula structural connectivity in humans. We used two methods of
dividing the insula: 1) anterior and posterior insula, to be consistent with much of the existing insula literature;
and 2) eight subregions that represent informative cytoarchitectural divisions. We found evidence of a BNST-
insula structural connection in humans, with the strongest BNST connectivity localized to the anteroventral
insula, a region of agranular cortex. BNST-insula connectivity differed by hemisphere and was moderated by sex.
These results translate rodent findings to humans and lay an important foundation for future studies examining
the role of BNST-insula pathways in psychiatric disorders.
1. Introduction

The bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) has increasingly
become a region of interest due to its proposed role in numerous psy-
chiatric disorders including anxiety, post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD), and alcohol and substance use disorders (Avery et al., 2016;
Lebow and Chen, 2016; Shackman and Fox, 2016). The BNST is a small
region in the basomedial forebrain connected to the amygdala through
the stria terminalis. Over the last few decades, rodent studies established
the BNST’s role in sustained negative affect, arousal, autonomic nervous
system activation, social behaviors, hormone production, learning, and
the generation and perpetuation of the stress response (for reviews see
Ch’ng et al., 2018; Crestani et al., 2013; Davis et al., 2010). Early studies
of human BNST function have linked altered BNST function or connec-
tivity to social anxiety (Clauss et al., 2019), generalized anxiety disorder
(Buff et al., 2017), anxiety disorders (Torrisi et al., 2019), panic disorder
(Brinkmann et al., 2017a), and PTSD (Brinkmann et al., 2017b; Rabellino
dical Center, Department of Psych
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et al., 2018). Therefore, evidence from rodent and human studies
converge to highlight the BNST as a critical region in psychiatric disor-
ders (see Fig. 1).

One emerging area of research investigates BNST connections with
other brain regions, which is essential to understanding how the BNST
functions as part of a network. Early human studies have replicated
connectivity findings from rodent research, identifying a small number of
brain regions with strong structural connections to the BNST, including
the hippocampus, striatum, thalamus, and amygdala (Avery et al., 2014;
Dong et al., 2001; Dong and Swanson, 2006; Krüger et al., 2015; Weller
and Smith, 1982). Of these brain regions, the amygdala has been themost
thoroughly investigated across species. For example, amygdala-BNST
structural connectivity has been demonstrated in rodents (de
Guglielmo et al., 2019; Reynolds and Zahm, 2005), non-human primates
(Nauta, 1961; Novotny, 1977; Oler et al., 2017) and humans (Avery et al.,
2014; Krüger et al., 2015). The successful translation of BNST-amygdala
connectivity across species has opened the door to using animal findings
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Fig. 1. Overview of bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) inputs and role in
behavior and pathology.
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to conduct hypothesis-directed DTI studies to uncover novel BNST con-
nections in humans.

Established by rodent studies, an important brain region connected
with the BNST is the insula—a large, heterogeneous structure located
deep in the Sylvian fissure. Projections from the insula to the BNST have
been shown in rodents, particularly from the anterior portion of the
insula (e.g. Centanni et al., 2019; Reynolds and Zahm, 2005; Shin et al.,
2008). These projections also have critical functional significance: a
recent study reported that inhibiting anterior insula projections to the
BNST decreases negative affect in rodents that were abstinent following
chronic alcohol use (Centanni et al., 2019). A BNST-insula connection
could also provide insight into other psychiatric disorders, as both the
insula and BNST have been associated with substance use disorder,
anxiety, and PTSD (e.g. Avery et al., 2016; Clauss et al., 2019; Faulkner
et al., 2019; Figel et al., 2019; Rabellino et al., 2018; Terasawa et al.,
2013). However, a critical first step is determining if a structural
connection between the BNST and insula exists in humans.

Despite evidence from rodent models, it remains unknown whether
the BNST and insula are structurally connected in humans. Several DTI
studies have investigated insula connectivity (e.g. Cerliani et al., 2012;
Cloutman and Lambon Ralph, 2012; Ghaziri et al., 2018, 2017; Nomi
et al., 2017) or BNST connectivity (Avery et al., 2014; Krüger et al.,
2015), yet a BNST-insula structural connection has not been reported.
There are several potential explanations. First, most structural connec-
tivity studies evaluate the insula as a single region. However, the insula is
a large region with much heterogeneity that would be obscured by
examining the insula as a whole. Due to this variation in insula anatomy,
histology, and function (e.g. Nieuwenhuys, 2012), some studies divide
the insula along an anatomical boundary, known as the central insular
sulcus, to create an anterior and posterior insula (e.g. Ham et al., 2012).
The anterior insula is primarily associated with cognition and emotion,
and the posterior insula with sensory interoception (for reviews see
Craig, 2010; Gogolla, 2017). The anterior and posterior division, how-
ever, does not reflect the underlying cytoarchitecture of the insula.
Human studies are therefore difficult to directly translate from the rodent
literature, which primarily relies on cytoarchitecture (for reviews see
Gogolla, 2017; Nieuwenhuys, 2012). More specifically, the anterior
insula of the rodent is agranular cortex, a type of cortex seen in a small
2

anteroventral region within the human anterior insula. Thus, known
rodent connections between the BNST and insula could be harder to
detect in humans when the insula is typically examined as a single region
or divided into two or three subregions. Second, in insula connectivity
studies, a BNST connection might have been overlooked due to neuro-
imaging advancements only recently permitting the evaluation of the
BNST in humans (Avery et al., 2014; Krüger et al., 2015; Theiss et al.,
2017; Torrisi et al., 2015). As a result, most in vivo imaging atlases don’t
include the BNST, thus connectivity with the BNST would likely be
missed or attributed to a neighboring brain region.

For the two BNST structural connectivity studies, the lack of a BNST-
insula connection might result from the scope of the studies. Both studies
characterized only the strongest structural connections of the BNST and
would not have reported more modest connections. For example, the first
BNST structural connectivity study identified the most highly connected
brain regions using a standard method for segmenting the entire brain
into regions (Avery et al., 2014). The second study defined the three
major white matter pathways of the BNST and replicated BNST con-
nections to many of the brain regions described in the initial study
(Krüger et al., 2015). Together, these first human studies revealed the
most robust structural connections of the BNST, uncovering a BNST
network that provides a foundation for future studies. Moving forward,
the BNST network in humans can be compared to what is already known
from rodents, and discrepancies, such as the BNST-insula connection, can
be investigated using specific, hypothesis-driven studies.

This study aimed to determine whether a BNST-insula structural
connection exists in humans. To overcome the presented limitations of
prior structural connectivity studies, we use a previously validated BNST
mask and two methods for dividing the insula—an anterior/posterior
insula division, for comparison with previous human studies, and sub-
region insula masks, to account for important cytoarchitectural divisions
of the human insula. Based on previous studies in humans that show
anterior insula connectivity with other limbic regions, we hypothesized
that the anterior insula would have greater structural connectivity with
the BNST relative to the posterior insula. We further hypothesized that
within the anterior insula, the most anteroventral insula subregion
(agranular cortex) would show the strongest connectivity, consistent
with rodent studies (Reynolds and Zahm, 2005).

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

The current study used the diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) scans of 81
healthy controls. Participants were aged 18–57 years (mean� SD¼ 30�
11 years), 46% female, and 83% right handed. The ethnicities of the
participants were: 70% White/Caucasian, 22% Black/African-American,
and 7% Asian. The original scans were collected as part of two ongoing
studies and data from this sample has previously been published (Avery
et al., 2014). The Vanderbilt University Institutional Review Board
approved the studies, and written informed consent was obtained for
each participant. Participants were eligible for the studies by meeting the
following criteria: 1) no current or prior mental health disorders based on
evaluation with the Structured Clinical Interview for the DSM IV; 2) no
psychotropic medication use in the previous 6 months; and 3) high
quality DTI data. Of the 89 participants with high quality DTI scans, 8
participants were excluded for excessive motion (>5 mm or 3 degrees of
motion in any direction across the diffusion series), resulting in a final
sample of 81 participants. Preprocessed scans were visually inspected for
processing failures (e.g., skull stripping failure), and all failures at this
stage were corrected.

2.2. Data acquisition

Diffusionmagnetic resonance image (MRI) data were acquired on two
identical 3 T Philips Achieva MRI scanners (Philips Healthcare, Inc.).
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Whole-brain diffusion weighted images were acquired using a pulsed-
gradient spin echo, echo planar imaging (single-shot EPI) pulse
sequence, and the following parameters: 96� 96 matrix; voxel size¼ 2.5
mm isotropic; number of slices ¼ 50; TE ¼ 65 ms; TR ¼ 8.5 s; SENSE
acceleration factor ¼ 2.92 diffusion directions were acquired with a b
value of 1600 s/mm2 and one T2-weighted volume with a b value of 0 s/
mm2. High resolution T1-weighted anatomical images were collected
with the following parameters: FOV ¼ 256 mm; number of slices ¼ 170;
voxel size ¼ 1 mm isotropic; gap ¼ 0 mm.

2.3. Data processing

The diffusion-weighted images were preprocessed and analyzed using
FMRIB Software Library (FSL, version 5.0; Oxford Centre for Functional
MRI of the Brain (FMRIB), UK; http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/) and
Matlab (Version R2018a, The MathWorks, Inc, Natick, MA). First, Eddy
Current Correct from the FMRIB FSL toolbox was applied to correct for
motion and eddy current distortions (Andersson et al., 2003). The brain
extraction tool from the FMRIB FSL toolbox (Smith, 2002) was used to
remove the non-brain tissue from the image. DTIFIT was then applied to
align the diffusion tensors to the skull-extracted, eddy-corrected images.
Finally, BEDPOSTX was used to estimate the diffusion of each voxel
(samples ¼ 5000), including the possibility of multiple crossing fibers.

Seed-based probabilistic tractography was used to determine the
degree of structural connectivity between the insula and the BNST, with
the BNST mask as a seed and the insula masks as targets. Only connec-
tions between ipsilateral BNST and insula subregions were evaluated, as
previous rodent tracer studies have demonstrated consistent but more
substantial ipsilateral, relative to contralateral, BNST connections with
cortical regions (Coolen and Wood, 1998; McDonald et al., 1999; Sun
et al., 1991; Wood and Swann, 2005). Therefore, for each participant,
BNST connectivity values from both the left and right hemispheres were
obtained for the 1) whole insula, 2) anterior and poster insula, and 3)
insula subregions (see details below).

2.4. Region of interest masks

The BNST mask used for this study has previously been validated (for
details see Avery et al., 2014). For the insula, we used previously pub-
lished subregions masks (Fig. 2) that were developed to account for
insula anatomy and cytoarchitecture (Farb et al., 2013). Additionally, the
subregion masks were combined to form anterior and posterior masks,
using the central sulcus of the insula as the division between the anterior
and posterior insula (Fig. 2). The anterior mask consisted of the dorsal
accessory gyrus (ACd), dorsal anterior short gyrus (ASd), middle short
gyrus (MS), posterior short gyrus (PS), ventral anterior short gyrus (ASv),
Fig. 2. Divisions of the insula. Blue subregions (AL and PL) are posterior insula; all o
gyrus; ASd ¼ dorsal anterior short gyrus; ASv ¼ ventral anterior short gyrus; MS ¼
posterior long gyrus.
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and ventral accessory gyrus (ACv) subregions. The posterior mask con-
sisted of the anterior long gyrus (AL) and posterior long gyrus (PL)
subregions. Finally, all subregions were combined to create a whole
insula mask. For each participant, all masks were transformed into
participant space and reviewed in native space to evaluate for anatomical
accuracy.

2.5. Voxel-based connectivity

As this study is the first to investigate insula connectivity with the
BNST, we also used a voxel-based approach to provide an illustration of
the overall pattern of BNST connectivity within the insula. A voxel-based
approach allows for the evaluation of connectivity patterns without the
apriori anatomical boundaries set by regions of interest.

2.6. Validation analysis

Three validation analyses were performed: 1) we evaluated whether
the probabilistic tractography streamlines went through the expected
white matter tracts; 2) we compared the streamlines for the expected
white matter tracts relative to a neighboring white matter tract; and 3)
we compared the BNST-insula results to connectivity between the BNST
and both a positive and negative control region.

First, the pathway of BNST-insula connectivity has not been described
in detail, but based on the available evidence (Nachtergaele et al., 2019;
Schmahmann and Pandya, 2006) the most likely white matter tract is the
extreme capsule, which runs medial to the insula (Nachtergaele et al.,
2019; Schmahmann and Pandya, 2006). To assess whether the observed
BNST-insula tracts ran through the extreme capsule, we performed a
region of interest analysis. The extreme capsule regions of interest were
created by manually tracing the white matter path in FSL according to
theirs known anatomical location based on the Atlas of the Human Brain
(Mai et al., 2015). Tracings were performed by EF and confirmed by JUB.
Each participant’s probabilistic tractography map was thresholded for
error (<1%), warped to MNI space, and averaged into a group map. The
group map was thresholded at > 50% overlap and masked with the
extreme capsule masks.

Next, we compared probabilistic tractography streamlines between
the extreme capsule and the external capsule, a white matter path that is
close in proximity to the extreme capsule, to determine specificity. For
the external capsule, we used the JHU atlas (Hua et al., 2008; Mori et al.,
2005; Wakana et al., 2007) external capsule mask. Because the external
and extreme capsules are in close proximity, we subtracted the extreme
capsule mask from the external capsule mask to create independent
masks. Each mask was transformed into native space, and the number of
streamlines in the extreme versus external capsule masks were compared
thers are anterior insula. ACd ¼ dorsal accessory gyrus; ACv ¼ ventral accessory
middle short gyrus; PS ¼ posterior short gyrus; AL ¼ anterior long gyrus; PL ¼
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Fig. 3. Values of anterior and posterior insula structural connectivity with the
BNST by sex. Greater BNST-anterior vs posterior insula connectivity in males
(***p < 0.001). Connectivity values are the log transformed number of
streamlines between the BNST and each insula region.
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for each participant.
Finally, the BNST-insula connectivity values were compared with

connectivity between the BNST and a positive control region and a
negative control region. The positive and negative control regions were
selected from previously published BNST structural connectivity data
(Avery et al., 2014), with the central amygdala (CeA) as the positive
control region and medial frontal gyrus (MFG) as the negative control
region. The values from the positive and negative control regions also
provide an estimate of the relative strength of the BNST-insula findings.

2.7. Statistical analyses

The effect of hemisphere was examined, as previous studies have
shown connectivity differences between hemispheres (e.g. Baur et al.,
2013; Gorka et al., 2017; Moran-Santa Maria et al., 2015; Onay et al.,
2017; Ray et al., 2010). The effect of biological sex was examined
because studies have reported sex differences in both the insula and
BNST (e.g. Allen and Gorski, 1990; Avery et al., 2014; Chung et al., 2002;
Lotze et al., 2019; Ruigrok et al., 2014).

To determine whether BNST connectivity differed between the
anterior and posterior insula, a linear mixed model was performed with
region (anterior/posterior), hemisphere (right/left), and sex (male/fe-
male) as fixed factors and participant as a random factor. Second, to
determine whether BNST connectivity differed between insula sub-
regions, a linear mixed model analysis was performed with subregion
(ACd/ASd/MS/PS/AL/PL/ASv/ACv), hemisphere (left/right), and sex
(male/female) as fixed factors and participant as a random factor. For
both the linear mixed models, post-hoc analyses were used to explore
significant interactions.

To determine the relative strength of BNST-insula connectivity, the
BNST connectivity values to all insula masks were compared to BNST
connectivity with a positive control (central amygdala) and a negative
control (MFG) using t-tests. Effect sizes (Cohen’s d) were also calculated.
For the relative strength analyses, a Bonferroni adjustment was used to
control for multiple comparisons (adjusted values: anterior/posterior α
¼ 0.025 (or 0.05/2), subregion α ¼ 0.00625 (or 0.05/8)).

Statistical analyses were performed using R (R Core Team, 2017) with
the lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) package for the linear mixed models and the
emmeans (Lenth, 2019) package for post-hoc analysis.

3. Results

3.1. BNST connectivity by insula region (anterior vs posterior)

BNST connectivity differed significantly by insula region (p < 0.001,
Fig. 3), with greater connectivity for the anterior relative to posterior
insula. There was also a sex by region interaction (p < 0.05; Fig. 3). The
anterior and posterior difference reflected similarly strong anterior insula
connectivity between males and females (p ¼ 0.92) but lower posterior
insula connectivity in males than female (p¼ 0.03). Greater anterior than
posterior insula connectivity was driven by a significant region effect in
males (p < 0.001) but not females (p ¼ 0.78).

3.2. BNST connectivity by insula subregion

For the analysis of insula subregions, the main effects of subregion (p
< 0.001) and hemisphere (p < 0.001) were qualified by subregion �
hemisphere interaction (p ¼ 0.008). Fig. 4 shows the mean BNST con-
nectivity results for each insula subregion by hemisphere. In both
hemispheres, the ventral accessory gyrus (AC v), in the anteroventral
insula, showed significantly greater BNST connectivity than all other
subregions (all p < 0.001). Post-hoc comparisons of all subregion pairs
are shown in Table 1. A post-hoc analysis of the main effect of hemi-
sphere demonstrated hemispheric differences in BNST connectivity for
insula dorsal accessory, dorsal anterior short, and ventral anterior short
subregions (p¼ 0.02, 0.007, and 0.02 respectively, all left> right). There
4

were also significant interactions of sex by subregion (p¼ 0.003) and sex
by hemisphere (p ¼ 0.05). For the post-hoc analysis of sex differences by
subregion, none of the individual subregions showed significant sex
differences, although the difference in mean values differed by subregion
(see Supplemental Fig. 1). For the post-hoc analysis of sex differences by
hemisphere, there was greater BNST connectivity in males in the left
insula compared to the right (p< 0.001) but no hemisphere difference for
females (p ¼ 0.11).

To further explore BNST connectivity patterns, we performed a voxel-
wise connectivity analysis across the insula (Fig. 5). Voxel-wise analysis
were consistent with subregion analysis; the strongest connectivity was
observed in the ventral accessory gyrus, located in the anteroventral
insula.

3.3. Validation analyses

We evaluated the group tractography map to determine if the tracts
between the insula and BNST went through the extreme capsule. The
tractography maps had a 99.69% overlap with the left extreme capsule
and a 99.78% overlap with the right extreme capsule. At the individual
participant level, 100% of participants had streamlines through the left
and right extreme capsules.

Given the proximity of the external and extreme capsules, we evalu-
ated the maximum number of streamlines though both the external and
extreme capsule masks. 93% of participant maps (94% right hemisphere;
91% left hemisphere) had a greater maximum number of streamlines in
the extreme capsule compared to the external capsule, providing some
evidence for specificity to the extreme capsule.

To provide a relative estimate of the strength of the observed BNST-
insula connections, we compared BNST connectivity values to a negative
control region (MFG) and a positive control region (CeA). Data for all
comparisons and effect sizes are provided in Table 2. For the insula re-
gions (anterior, posterior), the left anterior insula showed significantly
greater BNST connectivity than the MFG (p < 0.001). All BNST-insula
regions were significantly less connected than the BNST-amygdala pos-
itive control (p < 0.001). For the insula subregions, left ventral anterior
short, left ventral accessory, and right ventral accessory subregions



Fig. 4. Values of BNST structural connectivity by insula subregion. Connectivity values are the log transformed number of streamlines between the BNST and each
insula subregion. Note: ACd ¼ dorsal accessory gyrus; ACv ¼ ventral accessory gyrus; ASd ¼ dorsal anterior short gyrus; ASv ¼ ventral anterior short gyrus; MS ¼
middle short gyrus; PS ¼ posterior short gyrus; AL ¼ anterior long gyrus; PL ¼ posterior long gyrus.

Table 1
BNST connectivity values comparing insula subregion by hemisphere.

Subregion comparison Left Hemisphere Right Hemisphere

Z score p value Z score p value

ACd vs ASd �3.00 0.01 �3.21 0.01
ACd vs MS �4.75 <0.001 �1.10 0.54
ACd vs PS �7.93 <0.001 �5.64 <0.001
ACd vs AL �8.17 <0.001 �3.17 0.01
ACd vs PL 1.12 0.53 4.42 <0.001
ACd vs ASv 3.22 0.009 2.96 0.03
ACd vs ACv 8.08 <0.001 8.46 <0.001
ASd vs MS �1.75 0.24 2.11 0.18
ASd vs PS �4.94 <0.001 �2.43 0.095
ASd vs AL �5.17 <0.001 0.039 0.97
ASd vs PL 4.11 <0.001 7.63 <0.001
ASd vs ASv 6.22 <0.001 6.17 <0.001
ASd vs ASv 11.07 <0.001 11.67 <0.001
MS vs PS �3.19 0.009 �4.54 <0.001
MS vs AL �3.42 0.005 �2.07 0.18
MS vs PL 5.87 <0.001 5.52 <0.001
MS vs ASv 7.97 <0.001 4.06 <0.001
MS vs ACv 12.82 <0.001 9.56 <0.001
PS vs AL �0.23 0.81 2.47 0.10
PS vs PL 9.05 <0.001 10.06 <0.001
PS vs ASv 11.16 <0.001 8.60 <0.001
PS vs ACv 16.01 <0.001 14.10 <0.001
AL vs PL 9.28 <0.001 7.59 <0.001
AL vs ASv 11.39 <0.001 6.13 <0.001
AL vs ACv 16.24 <0.001 11.63 <0.001
PL vs ASv 2.11 0.14 �1.46 0.43
PS vs ACv 6.96 <0.001 4.04 <0.001
ASv vs ACv 4.85 <0.001 5.50 <0.001

Note: ACd ¼ dorsal accessory gyrus; ACv ¼ ventral accessory gyrus; ASd ¼ dorsal
anterior short gyrus; ASv¼ ventral anterior short gyrus; MS¼middle short gyrus;
PS ¼ posterior short gyrus; AL ¼ anterior long gyrus; PL ¼ posterior long gyrus.
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showed significantly greater BNST connectivity compared to the MFG (p
< 0.01). All insula subregions showed significantly less BNST connec-
tivity than the CeA (p < 0.001).

4. Discussion

The results of this study provide compelling evidence for a structural
connection between the BNST and insula in humans. Using anterior-
posterior divisions of the insula, the BNST had stronger connectivity
with the anterior relative to the posterior insula. More specific subregion
analysis identified the anteroventral portion of the insula as the most
5

connected to the BNST bilaterally. Sex moderated several findings; BNST
connectivity in males differed by both region (anterior > posterior) and
hemisphere (left> right). Compared to control regions, the BNST has low
levels of connectivity with most of the insula but was robustly connected
with the left anterior insula, the left anteroventral insula (ventral
accessory gyrus and ventral anterior short gyrus) and the right ante-
roventral insula (ventral accessory gyrus). To our knowledge, this is the
first study to identify BNST-insula structural connectivity in humans— a
critical first step to investigating a role for BNST-insula connectivity in
psychiatric disorders.

The structural connection between the BNST and insula likely has
functional relevance, as the BNST and insula are involved in many of the
same neural processes. The BNST and anterior insula are both involved in
emotion, feeding behaviors, attention, and autonomic and threat pro-
cessing (for reviews see Craig, 2010; Crestani et al., 2013; Davis et al.,
2010; Menon and Uddin, 2010). A number of rodent studies have shown
anterior insula projections to the BNST (e.g. Centanni et al., 2019; Rey-
nolds and Zahm, 2005), with less evidence for reciprocal connections
(Dong and Swanson, 2006) suggesting largely unidirectional flow of in-
formation from the anterior insula to the BNST with possible, weak
feedback from the BNST to the anterior insula. The weak feedback from
the BNST to the insula was shown to project from the dorsomedial
portion of the BNST, a region associated with integrating social infor-
mation and influencing stress, mood, and reward circuitry (Lebow and
Chen, 2016). Thus, feedback could serve to fine-tune the anterior insula’s
integrated emotional response to incoming stimuli. Provided this direc-
tionality is conserved across species, the human anterior insula likely
alters BNST activity. In humans the anterior insula has been associated
with emotional regulation, suggesting that inputs from the insula to the
BNST could initiate behavioral responses that translate emotional states
into BNST-modulated behavioral changes including fight or flight or
changes in motivated behaviors. Thus, our findings represent a first step
towards translating rodent research of BNST-anterior insula connectivity
in humans, which could have significant impact in our understanding of
stress, anxiety, and addiction.

The strongest BNST structural connectivity was in the anteroventral
insula, consistent with what is known about the cytoarchitecture of the
human insula and findings from rodent research. The human insula
transitions in an anteroventral-posterodorsal gradient from agranular, to
dysgranular, to granular cortex (Nieuwenhuys, 2012), with agranular
referring to a lack of the granular layer of cortex (layer IV). Thus, the
anteroventral portion of the insula is the location of the insula’s agra-
nular cortex in humans. The human agranular insula is a small portion of



Fig. 5. Heatmap of insula-BNST structural connectivity. The heatmap was masked by the whole insula and thresholded at 80% to display the most connected voxels.
The first two rows (x ¼ 45 and x ¼ 37) are right hemisphere and bottom two rows (x ¼ �28 and x ¼ �34) are left hemisphere.

Table 2
Structural connectivity of insula regions to BNST compared to Central Amygdala-BNST and Medial Frontal Gyrus-BNST by hemisphere.

Subregion Central Amygdala Positive Control Medial Frontal Gyrus Negative Control

Left Hemisphere Right Hemisphere Left Hemisphere Right Hemisphere

t d t d t d t d

ACd 21.78* 2.99 20.93* 2.59 �1.86 �0.25 0.69 0.11
ASd 25.61* 3.41 21.09* 2.52 0.05 0.0074 2.24 0.34
MS 26.07* 3.59 23.22* 2.94 1.20 0.18 1.35 0.23
PS 26.20* 3.76 25.33* 3.31 3.09 0.44 3.78 0.62
AL 27.08* 3.94 23.39* 3.17 3.31 0.45 2.41 0.39
PL 21.36* 3.34 20.43* 2.79 �2.60 �0.34 �1.78 �0.26
ASv 22.79* 3.04 20.60* 2.81 �4.43* �0.59 �0.92 �0.15
ACv 17.63* 2.27 16.57* 2.05 �7.52* �0.92 �3.90* �0.58
Anterior 24.17* 3.34 21.20* 2.71 �4.31* �0.56 �1.69 �0.27
Posterior 23.58* 3.74 22.63* 3.18 �0.87 �0.12 �0.87 �0.14

Note: T values (t) and effect size (d) are reported, negative values indicate that insula-BNST connectivity> control-BNST connectivity; *¼ p< 0.00625 (subregions) or p
< 0.025 (anterior/posterior). ACd ¼ dorsal accessory gyrus; ACv ¼ ventral accessory gyrus; ASd ¼ dorsal anterior short gyrus; ASv ¼ ventral anterior short gyrus; MS ¼
middle short gyrus; PS ¼ posterior short gyrus; AL ¼ anterior long gyrus; PL ¼ posterior long gyrus.
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the anterior insula, especially when compared to rodents in which the
anterior insula is primarily agranular. Using a subregion that approxi-
mates the agranular cortex, in this case, the ventral accessory gyrus, al-
lows for a more cytoarchitecturally accurate comparison to rodent
studies of the anterior insula. The anteroventral insula results from our
study recapitulate rodent studies demonstrating the greatest BNST
structural connection with the agranular insula (Reynolds and Zahm,
2005). Functionally, the anteroventral insula has been implicated in
emotional regulation and processing (for review see Klein et al., 2013)
and the BNST is associated with anxiety and threat processing (for review
see Davis et al., 2010). Thus, a structural connection between the BNST
and anteroventral insula is also supported by a strong functional
6

homology. Other studies specifically comparing ventral and dorsal
anterior insula connectivity show selective connectivity between the
ventral anterior insula and other limbic regions (e.g. Ghaziri et al., 2018;
Nomi et al., 2017, 2016). This is also supported by studies in non-human
primates where the agranular insula is structurally connected to other
limbic regions (Augustine, 1996; Carmichael and Price, 1995). In sum-
mary, our results of a structural connection between the BNST and
agranular insula in humans are a critical first step for translating rodent
research with potential clinical impact.

Our findings of sex and hemispheric differences in connectivity are
consistent with previous literature demonstrating sex differences and
laterality in both the BNST and insula. Specifically, we found BNST
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structural connectivity with the posterior insula was greater in women
compared to men. Although structural connectivity between the BNST
and insula has not been examined previously, sex differences in both the
BNST and insula have been demonstrated. One BNST study in humans
found that over 70% of brain regions examined had greater BNST
structural connectivity in females compared to males (Avery et al., 2014).
Further, the BNST contributes to multiple sexually dimorphic functions
including aggressive behavior, sexual behavior, and gonadotropin hor-
mones secretion and in humans has greater volume in males than females
(Allen and Gorski, 1990; Chung et al., 2002). For the insula, sex differ-
ences have been demonstrated in grey matter (e.g. Lotze et al., 2019;
Ruigrok et al., 2014), resting state connectivity (e.g. Hong et al., 2014),
and task-based functional connectivity (e.g. Macey et al., 2016; Mor-
iguchi et al., 2014). Similarly for laterality, a diverse set of studies have
reported hemispheric differences of the BNST (for examples see Avery
et al., 2014; Gorka et al., 2017; Klumpers et al., 2017) and insula (for
examples see Duerden et al., 2013; Menon and Uddin, 2010; Santangelo
et al., 2019), though laterality is not always investigated, reported, nor
found. Important next steps will be to replicate and expand on our sex
and laterality differences in future studies. When evaluated in the context
of these previous studies, the results of the current study emphasize the
importance of continuing to consider sex and hemispheric differences in
studies involving the BNST or insula.

Several limitations should be noted. First, the subregion masks used
for this study were the result of combining anatomical and cytoarchi-
tectural information, allowing us to isolate a subregion in the ante-
roventral region that approximated the agranular insula. While these
subregions permitted a better comparison to rodent models, little
consensus exists on the best way to divide the insula and using different
subregions would likely influence the findings. Our results suggest that
the anterior insula connectivity is likely driven by the ventral portion of
the anterior insula, indicating that subdivisions beyond anterior and
posterior insula are critical to accurately reflect insula heterogeneity.
Second, the observed BNST-insula white matter connections were
modest in strength. Likely the BNST-insula connection represents a
smaller white matter tract compared to the major BNST white matter
pathways previously found in humans: the stria terminalis, anterior
pathway, and posterior pathway (Krüger et al., 2015). Therefore, repli-
cating and extending our findings in other samples will be critical next
steps. Third, DTI findings are not directional, meaningwe are only able to
hypothesize the directionality of the BNST-insula connection from rodent
studies. Fourth, our findings suggest that the pathway uses the extreme
capsule and, to a lesser extent, the external capsule; however, complete
segregation of these pathways is challenging at this resolution and should
be validated in future studies and animal models. Finally, while the
sample size was larger than many previous structural connectivity
studies, the sample sizes for males and females were smaller; thus, the sex
interactions should be interpreted with caution and will need to be
replicated in future studies.

The results of this study prompt interesting future directions. First,
these findings suggest that future studies of the BNST networks should
include the anterior insula, in addition to other key brain regions like the
amygdala and hippocampus. Second, these results add to a growing
literature illustrating the need to divide the insula into smaller sub-
regions to better reflect the insula’s structural and functional heteroge-
neity. Research in other brain regions has benefitted from subdividing
large areas of cortex, such as the prefrontal cortex and cingulate cortex.
However, more work is needed to reach a consensus on the most
appropriate way to divide the insula. Third, as the first study to
demonstrate BNST-insula connectivity in humans, validation in future
studies will be critical. A promising opportunity for validation and
extension of these findings could be the use of a large, publicly available,
diffusion data set with state-of-the-art scanners and protocols such as the
Human Connectome Project (Van Essen et al., 2013). In addition, simi-
larities between the cytoarchitecture of the human and non-human pri-
mate insula make non-human primates a compelling animal model to
7

further investigate the BNST-insula connection. Finally, important next
steps will be to examine BNST-insula connectivity alterations in clinical
populations, including anxiety disorders and substance use disorders.
Given recent rodent findings that insula projections to the BNST mediate
negative affect and drug seeking behaviors, BNST-insula connectivity in
humans has exciting potential clinical implications.
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